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ROCKETRY CHALLENGE
The Team America Rocketry Challenge (TARC), the NAR’s premier STEM (science, technology,
engineering, and math) program for young people, and the largest rocket competition in the world,
completed its 17th year of successful operation at the 2019 National Finals on Saturday, May 18.
This year TARC had more teams entered and competing for the 100 coveted spots in the Finals than
in any year since its first in 2003, and it had more total students involved (due to bigger average
team sizes) than in any year of its history. Its sustained success is a tribute to the dedication of the
NAR volunteers nationwide who work with student teams to teach them rocketry, and to the strong
financial support of the U.S. aerospace industry through the NAR’s TARC co-sponsors, the Aerospace
Industries Association. We both do this because the program works; it makes young people excited
about rocketry and about the aerospace profession. These young people are the future of our hobby,
of the NAR, and of the U.S. aerospace industry. TARC is about “paying forward” on a grand scale.
TARC has enrolled 12,640 teams of 6th through 12th grade students (nearly 75,000 young
people) over its history. A total of 830 teams (made up of 4,700 students) entered the TARC 2019
program, from 47 states plus the District of Columbia and the U.S. Virgin Islands. 471 of these

Photo courtesy Aurora Flight Sciences.
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teams submitted reports of local qualification
flight attempts, and the 100 top-scoring teams
were invited to the National Finals at the Great
Meadow Outdoor Center in The Plains, Virginia,
(45 miles west of Washington, D.C.) for a headto-head competition to select the national champion.
TARC is a “challenge” program, where student teams are given a specific set of flight
mission performance objectives and design
constraints and then have to go through the design-build-test aerospace engineering process to
meet these with their own original model rocket
design. Success requires a year-long process of
learning, building, then eventually lots of practice-flying. Every successful TARC team has one
or more dedicated adults—teachers, NAR rocketry mentors, and/or parents—supporting that
long and often challenging process. Each year
we ask teams to submit nominations for teachers
or NAR mentors who have done an especially
superb job so that we can provide some public recognition to remind us all of this behindthe-scenes foundation of TARC’s success. We
publicly recognize one teacher and one mentor
each year at the Finals as representatives of all
the hundreds who probably deserve this recognition. This year we called out Greg Severino as
the teacher and Pavel Pinkas as the mentor. See
the accompanying text boxes for their inspiring
stories.

What does the altimeter say?
Photo by David Bellhorn.

TARC 2019 Flight Results

				
Place Team Name
City
State
1
Madison West (Team 2)
Madison
WI
High School
2
Russellville (Team 2)
Russellville
AL
High School
3
Festus
Festus
MO
High School
4
Creekview (Team 1)
Canton
GA
High School
5
Creekview (Team 2)
Canton
GA
High School
6
Plantation (Team 2)
Plantation
FL
High School
7
Plantation (Team 1)
Plantation
FL
High School
8
Odle (Team 2)
Bellevue
WA
Middle School
9
Spring Grove
Spring Grove PA
Area School District
10 Notre Dame Academy
Los Angeles
CA

Rocket Rocket		
Weight1 Length2 Motor
635
840
F51-5
486

760

F39-6

3.44

9.12

12.56

$15,000

496

924

F49-9

15.00

7.00

22.00

$12,500

648

855

F59

13.96

12.00

25.96 $10,000

638

840

F59-7

6.00

21.00

27.00

$7,500

634

725

F50-6

14.32

13.00

27.32

$5,000

584

755

F50-6

1.32

26.52

27.84

$5,000

479

669

F39-3

10.00

18.80

28.80

$5,000

626

1000

F29-12

22.84

9.32

32.16

$5,000

564

715

F42-8

2.00

32.00

34.00

$5,000

Notes: 1. Rocket weight in grams for first flight.
2. Rocket length in mm
3. Schools of the winning teams also received $1,000 awards.
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Flight 1 Flight 2 Total Student
Score
Score Score Prize3
8.00
2.00 10.00 $20,000

The TARC 2019
Challenge

Animas High School
(Durango, Colo.) liftoff.
Photo by Jim Wilkerson.

This was the year of the 50th anniversary of Apollo 11, the first landing of men
on the moon. The precision-performance
challenge presented to teams in the TARC
2019 program was evocative of Apollo—
three astronauts (eggs) flying in a capsule
recovering separately from the booster using multiple (two or more) identical-size
parachutes. The flight altitude goal was
856 feet (because Apollo 11 landed on the
moon at 56 minutes after the hour) and
the flight duration goal was a total time
of between 43 and 46 seconds from liftoff
to safe landing of the “Apollo 11 capsule”
(the payload section containing the three
eggs). As always, rockets had to weigh
no more than 650 grams at liftoff, use no
more than 80 N-sec of rocket motor total
impulse, and be at least 65 centimeters in
length. As another special feature this year,
teams were invited to make their rockets
resemble the Apollo 11 Saturn V in either
shape or paint pattern, or both, with a cash
prize going to the team that did this best.
FAI World Champion
NAR National Champion

The Ultimate Competition Altimeter!
The smallest, lightest altimeter you
can use to set records
FAI and NAR approved

North Coast Rocketry
www.NorthCoastRocketry.com
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(Above) Madison West High School receives 1st place.
Photo by Glenn Feveryear.

(Above right) Animas High School team
from Durango, Colo.
Photo by Jim Wilkerson.

(Right) Russellville (Ala.) High School
takes 2nd place.
Photo by Glenn Feveryear.

Festus (Mo.)
High School team
placed 3rd.

Photo 10.

Photo by Glenn Feveryear.

Millington (Mich.) High School team
returns their eggs to Dan Moses.
Photo by Glenn Feveryear.

Mark Bundick RSO’s Community
Home Education (Cyress, Calif.).
Photo by Alex Mankevich.
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Apollo 11 Resemblance
winner: Richards Schools.
Photo by Glenn Feveryear.
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Steve Humphrey and Rob Nee check in a flight.
Photo by Glenn Feveryear.

First Baptist Church team
from Manchester, Conn.
Photo by Neil Michels

Mary McCarthy and the young
flight card runners.
Photo by Glenn Feveryear.

Green Vale School
from Old Brookville, N.Y.
Photo by Alex Mankevich.

Tim Bookwalter
prepares his HPR Saturn V.
Photo by Neil Michels.
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High power demo rockets ready to fly.
Photo by Jim Wilkerson.

These results did not affect final places in
TARC, which remained based solely on
flight performance. 16 of the teams at the
Finals participated in this, and seeing those
rockets reminded us all of our nation’s momentous achievement in 1969.
This year’s TARC flight challenge was
hard—this is in fact a “challenge” event!
While 471 teams out of 830 (57 per-

cent) conducted one or more official locally NAR-observed qualification flight attempts by the April 1, 2019, deadline (a
fairly normal fraction), a higher proportion
of these were “disqualified” flights than in
recent years. It turns out to be hard to find
a rocket motor type available on the market that has right combination of thrust
and delay time for this particular type of

The American
Rocketry Challenge
(TARC) for 2020
• Altitude goal 800 feet for qualification
flights—but it will be either 775 feet
or 825 feet for the first flight at the Finals,
based on a coin flip there.
• Duration goal 40-43 seconds.
• Payload one egg, any orientation.
• All parts must recover connected together,
using parachute recovery.
• No specific requirements for body tube
diameter or rocket shape.
• Same minimum length of 650mm,
maximum weight of 650 grams,
and total impulse limit of 80 N-sec
as in previous years.
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rocket with its heavy payload of three eggs;
TARC has always previously used one or
two eggs as the payload. Getting the two
sections of the rocket that had to recover separately to avoid tangling with each
other is not easy, and keeping three eggs
uncracked is a lot harder than doing this
for just one or two. When the submitted
scores of the teams that survived this tough
challenge were tabulated, a combined besttwo-of-three flight score of 34.48 or lower
(almost exactly the same as last year) was
required this year to make the cut to get
one of the 100 score-based Finals invitations. One additional team that flew two
good qualification flights but did not make
the Finals score cut was invited based on
winning a judged competition for the “Best
Rocketry Outreach Program” that many
teams also entered. These 101 teams, coming from 27 states, had to raise the travel
funds to attend the Finals and commit to
attending within two weeks of their invitation, or yield their spot to one of the 20
alternates. This year once again we used no
alternates; every team found a way to raise
the money to come to the Finals.
At the Finals, the top ten finishing
teams split a prize pool of $100,000 and
there are additional cash prizes totaling
$5,500 for other types of recognition and

activities listed in the results. In addition to
these cash prizes, the winning TARC team
got a free trip to the International Paris Air
Show courtesy of Raytheon Company to
fly against the winning teams of TARC-like
national competitions in the UK, France,
and Japan. Next year the winning team will
fly in this competition at the Farnborough
(England) International Air Show.

The TARC 2019
Finals
TARC Finals weekend, May 17-19,
began on Friday morning with an oppor-

West Iredell High School
(Statesville, N.C.) liftoff.
Photo by Jim Wilkerson.

tunity for student teams to participate in
an AIA-organized event called “Rockets on
the Hill.” Over 550 attendees—students,
parents, mentors, aerospace and defense
industry representatives, and Congressional staff—gathered for this at the Senate
Kennedy Caucus Room at the U.S. Capitol.
The students exhibited their rocket projects and listened to astronauts and industry leaders, then many of them went off for
individual team visits with their home state
members of Congress. That afternoon, the
students had the option to either take a
tour of Aurora Flight Sciences —an aero-
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space company founded and run by longtime NAR leader Dr. John Langford—or
tour the aircraft and spacecraft collection
at the Udvar Hazy Center of the Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum and
see the “Apollo 11” movie. All of these activities were subscribed to full capacity and
made for a memorable day for the teams.
Meanwhile on Friday, 35 NAR volunteers who had come a day early had a
memorable day as well, working hard all
day in the sun out at the flying site to set
up the large amount of equipment, banners, and signs needed to support the next
day’s flying. On Saturday an additional 80

NAR volunteers joined these 35, providing the full range crew that ran the Finals.
These NAR volunteers travel at their own
expense and work from dawn to dark
without flying any rockets of their own,
just to support the students. Each year
at the Friday evening assembly where we
gather all the NAR range crew for training,
then gather all the TARC teams to do their
registration and brief the next day’s flight
weather and range procedures, we recognize those NAR volunteers who have been
on the NAR Finals team 10 times. This
year eight more joined this circle; in fact
53 of the 115 NAR volunteers this year

Greg Severino receiving the Outstanding Teacher
recognition at the TARC Finals.
Photo by Glenn Feveryear.

Outstanding Teacher Award
Winner: Greg Severino from Nazareth Academy
High School, Philadelphia.
(Student nomination) Mister Severino (or Mister Sev for short) is a science and
math teacher at Nazareth Academy High School as well as a mentor for three TARC
teams. He also moderates a couple clubs. He has a passion for math and science (especially when it’s applied to rocketry) that is unmatchable. He puts his heart and soul
into his work and you can really see it by the impressions he leaves on his students. He
helped me find a passion in science that I never thought I had. He wants us to be the
best we can be and believes in us more than I’ve ever had any other adult (besides my
parents) believe in me. He’s at every build session to ensure we are building safely and
to answer any question along with giving us neat little tips and tricks. He’s also at every
single field date no matter how early or cold with the biggest smile on his face. He’s
proud of us because of who we are. Not only does he give us insight on aerodynamics,
he also gives us strength to achieve our dreams.
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were doing it for the tenth or greater time.
This is truly NAR paying forward volunteerism at its best.
At the Finals each student team is preassigned days in advance a specific launch
pad and a “launch window” time slot within which they must make their first flight.
There were two fully-staffed NAR launch
ranges, one with 24 pads and the other
with 18, that loaded and launched these
flights sequentially in 45 minute “rounds.”
One range was run by former NAR Presidents Ted Cochran and Mark Bundick and
the other by Aurora Flight Sciences CEO
and American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics President John Langford and
Tom Lyon. First competition flight lift-off
was at 8:30 AM, and over the next four
hours all the teams made their first flights
in five rounds. 90 of the 101 teams had fully qualified flights. The 42 top-performing
teams from the first rounds of flights were
identified by 1:00 PM and were given the
opportunity to make a second flight —to a
flight goal that was 25 feet lower in altitude
and one second less in duration than the
first flight, based on a coin toss at Friday
evening’s contestant briefing. Top places
were then decided based on the sum of
the two flight scores, with the lowest score
winning. The weather was nearly perfect
all day, with the thunderstorms forecast the
night before by TV meteorologist Howard
Bernstein not arriving until the end of the
late afternoon awards ceremony.
In between the first set of 101 flights
and the 42 second flights there was, as always, a two-hour pause while first flight
results were tabulated and the teams that
earned a second flight got their rockets
ready and checked in. This year for the
first time there was a massive Jumbotron
TV screen on a trailer set up facing the
spectators, used for live close-up coverage of rocket flights but available for other
purposes when rockets were not flying.

Light Triggered

SONIC BEACON
105
dB
MINI

TRANSBEEP
TRANSOLVE.COM

As part of the Apollo 11 commemoration,
the NAR used it to put together a special
mid-day show about the “Road to Apollo
11" in manned spaceflight. The Jumbotron displayed a spectacular narrated video
production by NAR volunteer James Duffy
with video of the real flights of each of the
manned spaceflight systems flown by the
U.S. from Alan Shepherd’s Mercury Redstone flight to the Apollo 11 Saturn V. As
each system’s historical narrative and video
finished, a member of the NAR’s U.S. International Spacemodeling Team flew a scale
replica of that system, most of which were
models that had previously flown in com-

A complex Saturn V made
by previous-year
TARC winners.
Photo by Tom Pastrick.

petition at a World Spacemodeling Championships. These included a crowd-pleasing Apollo Launch Abort System (Apollo
capsule flying on its four D12 escape tower
rockets) by Steve Kristal, a multi-staged
Saturn IB by Chris Flanigan, and a staged
Saturn V by Mike Nowak. And John Boren
at Estes Industries custom-built a large
Gemini Titan (no it’s not a kit—yet) that
flew on a pair of Estes E12s since no U.S.
Team member had one of these. To complete the Apollo commemoration story at
TARC 2019, the last flight in the end-ofday high power rocket demonstration put
on by NAR fliers was a spectacular J-powered large scale Saturn V built and flown
by Tim Bookwalter.

The Langfords and Bill Stine
at the Estes booth.
Photo by Aurora.

TARC 2018 Finals Special Awards
Competition Category

Team Name

City

State

Prize

Apollo 11 Resemblance

Richards R-V Schools

West Plains

MO

$500

Presentation Competition				
1st Place
Oak Park High School
Oak Park
CA
2nd Place
International Community School
Kirkland
WA
3rd Place
Nativity Catholic School
Burke
VA

$500
$300
$200

Best Outreach Program

Oak Park High School

Oak Park

CA

$500

Best Engineering Notebook

King County 4H

Belleview

WA

$500

Best Dressed Team

Villa Joseph Marie High School

Holland

PA

$500

Rocket Building Competition				
Best Craftsmanship
Sunnyvale High School
Sunnyvale
TX
Most Creative Design
Alternative Family Education
Santa Cruz
CA

$500
$500

Best Rocket Craftsmanship

Russelville High School (Team 1)

Russellville

AL

$500

Boeing Team Spirit Award

Nardin Academy

Buffalo

NY

$500

Most Innovative Approach
to Mission

Plantation High School (Team 2)

Plantation

FL

$500
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When the 42 TARC competition second flights were flown and scored, the winner of TARC 2019 (and $20,000 in prize
money plus the trip to Paris for the team,
and $1000 for their school) was one of the
two teams from Madison West High School
from Madison, Wisconsin, with a twoflight score of 10. Madison West has had
a TARC program for all 17 years of TARC
and has had one or more teams in the Finals the last 16 in a row, winning previously (with different students) in both 2009
and 2012. Throughout all these years, the
constants have been the dedicated teacher, Ms. Chris Hager, and NAR mentor, Dr.
Pavel Pinkas. The rigorous program they

run together truly creates rocket scientists
out of motivated students. See the write-up
elsewhere in this article on Pavel, who was
named this year’s Outstanding Mentor on
Friday evening, not knowing that one of
his teams would be this year’s winner.
Close behind Madison West in second place (and getting $15,000 in prize
money but no trip to Paris) with a score
of 12.56 was Russellville, Alabama, City
Schools, last year’s third-place winners and
the first-place winners in 2015. Finishing third with a score of 22 (and $12,500
prize money) was Festus (Missouri) High
School, the TARC 2016 first-place winners and last year’s second-place winners.

Colville (Wash.) School District liftoff.
Photo by Alex Mankevich.

Outstanding NAR Mentor Award
Winner: Dr. Pavel Pinkas, mentor for Madison
West High School, Madison, WI
Dr. Pinkas has mentored teams from Madison West for all 17 years of TARC. The
last 16 of those years, at least one team from the school has been in the TARC Finals,
and usually it is several. Eight of those years one of his teams finished in the top ten, and
three times (2009, 2012, and 2019) they won first place. He runs a five-week Rocketry
101 class plus a three-week teaching lab for Rocksim that every student on these TARC
teams must go through before they even start building and test-flying. Each year he
also has a student team that goes on to the advanced NASA Student Launch Program
building a high-power rocket with a sophisticated electronic payload, so he is mentoring teams for two major rocketry programs at once. The success his teams have enjoyed is not accidental; it is
the result of his structured,
Outstanding Mentor Dr. Pavel Pinkas working
demanding extracurricular
with Madison West High School rocketeers.
educational program and
Photo by Wisconsin State Journal.
his students’ hard work.
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The top ten teams received significant cash
prizes, and all their schools received $1000
in addition. The top 25 teams were awarded the opportunity by NASA to participate
in next year’s NASA Student Launch program, a program (supported by the NAR)
that gives university teams and these select
TARC teams a rigorous year-long designbuild-fly challenge involving a large high
power rocket and a complex payload.
To a greater extent than in past years,
many of the top Finals finishers this year
were teams from schools such as these with
long-standing successful TARC programs.
There was no magic in their success, it was
based on hard work that started early in the
school year, included lots of practice flying
(25 flights or more) with rigorous data-taking to establish relationships between their
rocket’s characteristics and the weather
and the resulting flight performance, and

a real understanding of these relationships.
Their teachers and mentors have taught the
students how to succeed and the students
have added the dedication and hard work to
apply these lessons. Any team—even firstyear teams—can do this if they go into TARC
understanding that it really is not as easy as
it looks, if they start early in the program
year, and if they have supportive adults behind them (teachers and/or parents) to help
with logistics, and an NAR mentor who can
help them get their basic rocket skills right
without too much trial and error. We are always looking for and need NAR mentor vol-

St. Monica Homeschool
(Ridgefield, Conn.) preps for flight.
Photo by Glenn Feveryear.

Minster (Ohio)
Journeyman club liftoff.
Photo by Jim Wilkerson.

rocketry, and paying forward, and it is still going strong with total
support from AIA and the aerospace industry.
TARC continues to succeed each year because of the dedication
of NAR volunteers nation-wide who serve as local mentor advisors for student teams, who volunteer as official flight observers
for teams’ qualification flights, who run NAR section ranges supporting teams’ flying, and who come to the Finals to be part of the
NAR range crew. Thank you to all those in the NAR who support
the premier program for sustaining our future.

Western High School
(Davie, Fla.) liftoff.
Photo by Jim Wilkerson.

unteers who are willing to go work with TARC teams in their area.
If you are interested in doing this, please contact Trip Barber at
ahbarber@alum.mit.edu.

The Road Ahead
Each year the challenge for the next year’s TARC program is
disclosed at the Finals award ceremony. The TARC 2020 challenge
is described in the accompanying text box; the detailed rules and
registration materials are available on the event website, www.rocketcontest.org, and registration opens on September 1, 2019. One
new aspect of TARC 2020 is that it reflects the AIA’s decision on the
advice of their marketing and media team to “rebrand” the program
with a new name: “The American Rocketry Challenge” (still spells
TARC!). Whatever TARC stands for, it is still about students, safe
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Apollo astronaut
Al Worden congratulates
winning UK team.

INTERNATIO

ROCKETRY C

The tenth annual International Rocketry Challenge was held at the Paris Airshow,
located at Le Bourget Airfield. Friends
Girls Jr and Sr High School represented Japan, Lycee Sud Medoc represented France,
Madison West High School represented the
United States, and North Halifax Grammar
School represented the United Kingdom.
The three-day event kicked off with a
STEM simulcast for some tried and true
superstars, Al Worden, Charles Duke, and
Walter Cunningham, to “Meet the Stars
Who Will Fly us to Mars.” The interactive session was truly inspirational for students trying to decide on career paths that
include aerospace. Thursday June 20 was
rocket inspection day where each rocket
is given a thorough safety check by volunteers from Planet Sciences, the educational organization sponsoring the Rocket
Challenge in France. All the rockets passed
dynamic and static stability requirements,
length and weight specifications, and
proved to be constructed to withstand the

flight. While rockets were being inspected,
the teams participated in the presentation
portion of the contest. All teams are judged
by a panel of three industry judges on a
presentation of their rockets and experiences to make it into the finals.
Friday was launch day. Everyone was
up early to make the long journey from
hotels to the airshow site. Rockets were
prepped for flight and the equipment was
checked to ensure all will perform during
the short window of opportunity for rocket
flights on the tarmac of the airfield. We received word from the control tower that all
air traffic was on hold for the contest. The
setup crew swung into action and set up
launch pads, sponsor signs, and controllers; a complete range in 15 minutes. Wait,
what, no wind today? This was a first.
Students were escorted out to the field
for flights. The rockets were loaded onto
the pads and final preparations were made.
Then it was 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, launch! Team Japan had a parachute malfunction causing
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the booster and sustainer to stay connected. Sadly, this resulted in a disqualification.
Later upon inspection, we would also note
two broken eggs. Team France was next,
and they had separation, but one chute
failed to inflate. The flight was qualified at
the time, but the fast descent resulted in
more broken eggs. Team USA flew next,
achieving a perfect boost and deployment
of parachutes. The flight looked good. But
we had to wait for the reading of the altimeter and checking the eggs to determine
a final score. The flight time was perfect.
Last up was Team UK, with another great
boost and parachute deployment. They got
a good time, but what would the eggs and
altimeter tell us?
Fast forward a few hours and we were
at the awards ceremony. Hosted by GIFAS and featuring Al Worden and Claudie Haigneré (French astronaut), the teams
were treated to more words of inspiration
from astronauts. Teams Japan and France
tied for third place, as their presentation

International teams at
the Paris Air Show.

IONAL

by John Hochheimer, NAR President

CHALLENGE
U.K. TARC Team Wins International
Fly-off at the Paris Air Show

scores were equal and both disqualified
flights. Team USA finished second overall,
with a first-place score in the presentation
contest and a second-place flight, just 8 feet
shorter in altitude than the winning rocket. Team UK—Northern Halifax Grammar
School—scored second in the presentation
contest and first in flight with an altitude of
842 feet. With the scoring split 40% presentation and 60% flight, Northern Halifax
beat out Madison West by the slimmest of
margins. Congratulations to all the participating team members. This year’s contest
was the closest ever and exciting to the
very end. A special shout-out goes to Raytheon who has sponsored the International
Rocketry Challenge for the past ten years.
Photos courtesy GIFAS (Groupement des Industries Françaises Aéronautiques et Spatiales).
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